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6 design recommendations

The design recommendations shape the building
and urban design elements that have the greatest
impact on the overall character of the district. This
chapter provides sections on each of the following
elements:

The purpose of the Design Recommendations is to
define the form and character that new
development must take in order to achieve the
vision as outlined in the Goals and Objectives
section of this report. In summary, these goals and
objectives call for the creation of a vital, livable,
pedestrian- and transit-oriented Station District and
an attractive, inviting, and efficient Intermodal
Transit Facility. The expanded project team of
citizens, City representatives, transit agencies, and
planners believes good design creates value and
that the new Station District and Intermodal Facility
should be of the highest quality.

Existing PG&E Storage Yard East of the BART Station (2001).
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figure 6-2

Existing BART Station and Parking Lot Looking North (2001).

Each element begins with a statement of design
principles, which outlines the fundamental
assumptions behind the design recommendations.
Following the principles is a description of the
district character, which outlines the overall
properties necessary to create a cohesive welldesigned Station District and Intermodal Transit
Facility. These properties are further defined in a
section
called
the
General
Design
Recommendations, which apply to that element
throughout the District. Lastly, Specific Design
Recommendations are proposed, which apply to
unique conditions that require further elaboration
and definition. In cases where the Specific Design
Recommendations exclude or contradict the
General Design Recommendations, the Specific
Design Recommendations shall apply.

ORGANIZATION

figure 6-1

In addition, a brief outline of recommended topics
on sustainability is included at the end of this
section.

•Buildings and Structures:
•Office Development
•Residential Development
•Retail Development
•Parking Structures

•The Public Realm:
•Public Spaces and Infrastructure
•Open Spaces and Community Facilities
•The Intermodal Transit Facility
•Streets and Roadways

SCOPE

INTRODUCTION
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The public space and infrastructure will create the public identity and focus of
the Station District. They should share an integrated design language and be
of the highest quality.

figure 6-3
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•Provide a high level of maintenance to keep public property, streets, and landscaping clean and in prime
condition in the Intermodal Facility and throughout the Station District.

MAINTENANCE

DISTRICT CHARACTER
•The public spaces and infrastructure are a series of structures and linked elements that share a common
design language that is unique to the Station District and identifies them as public facilities.
•The public spaces and infrastructure, in particular the Intermodal Transit Facility, should be a landmark and
focal point for Union City, the transit providers, and the District.
•The design of the public spaces and infrastructure should be modern.
•The public spaces and infrastructure should be surrounded by private development and passenger
amenities to promote their use by Union City residents, Station District inhabitants, and transit users.
•While recognizing that safety and security concerns will need to be addressed, sound walls and security
fences should not be used to isolate or impede pedestrian access to development or create a “gated
community” effect in the Station District.

URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR PUBLIC SPACES AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Public spaces and infrastructure:
•provide identity and focus for the District and for Union City;
•are the arenas for civic and community life in the District;
•reflect the pride and care that the citizens of Union City have for their community;
•promote public interaction and vitality;
•promote and enhance transit use;
•are accessible to all persons according to state and federal requirements;
•are flexible in design to allow for future changes in use; and
•are designed for the safety and security of children in the development of outdoor play areas in the District.

SCOPE
The public spaces and infrastructure of the Station District, together with the streets and roadways, form the
backbone for development. The public spaces and infrastructure include the Intermodal Transit Facility, the
east plaza, and the community commons parcel. For clarity, the general and specific design recommendations
for the Intermodal Transit Facility are listed separately from the design recommendations for other public
spaces.

introduction

•A distinctive signage system incorporating the Union City and District logos should be created.

A district-wide public art program should:
•be integrated into the public spaces and infrastructure elements; and
•emphasize quality, originality, and community participation.
Signage

Public space amenities, such as lamp posts, trash cans, and benches should:
•be distinctive and consistent in design throughout the Station District; and
•contribute to the overall quality and character of the public spaces.
Public space lighting should be:
•scaled to the size and purpose of the public spaces;
•limited to the amount necessary for safety and function, without excessive harshness or glare; and
•directed down to illuminate streets and sidewalks without obscuring the nighttime sky.
Public Art

Landscape elements should include:
•extensive use of attractive trees, plantings, and ground cover appropriate to the climate of Union City;
•species native to the region or certified to be non-invasive;
•low-maintenance and drought tolerant plants that require less water and limited chemical applications;
•bio-swales, porous paving, cisterns and other natural rainwater retention systems; and
•unpaved areas and porous paving to absorb rainwater, thus saving on storm water drainage costs and
reducing the volume of pollutants entering the bay via run-off.
Street Furniture and Lighting

The open spaces and community facilities in the Station District should be:
•safe, inviting, and comfortable;
•designed to take advantage of the climate and character of the environment;
•coordinated to make use of design elements that connect the east and west sides of the BART berm;
•a harmonious and easily identifiable public space for the Station District;
•durable and attractive in construction; and
•practical and easy to maintain.
Landscape Elements

Character

general design recommendations for open spaces and community facilities
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Safe and inviting open spaces that take advantage of Union City’s climate and
culture will be critical to the District’s success.

figure 6-4
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A well-shaded pedestrian walkway with retail on one side and an actively
programmed plaza.

figure 6-6

Quality materials and engaging design are essential to the creation of a
successful plaza.

figure 6-5
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•Ground-floor retail and pedestrian entrances to commercial uses should be incorporated into development
that faces the plaza edges to help generate pedestrian activity and to provide services for commuters who
pass through the area.

The east plaza should:
•provide ample room for programmed activities, such as farmers markets, rallies, and public performances.
The city should work with the community to determine specific program elements and characteristics for
the plaza;
•use shade trees generously throughout the plaza to provide protection from sun and heat;
•make use of a number of different tree species to provide character and interest;
•incorporate other design elements, such as water features, public art, pavilions, and retail kiosks;
•feature elements that enhance the overall character and design of the plaza as an open space and promote
orderly activity and use of the plaza. The inclusion of retail kiosks should not detract from the retail uses
in the adjacent properties. When the specific plaza program is determined, the City should draft
performance-based, project specific guidelines to shepherd the development of the space; and
•provide clear signage, including route maps and timetables for the Intermodal Transit Facility.
Retail/Commercial Frontage on Edges

The plaza should:
•provide generous circulation zones for pedestrian traffic to the pedestrian underpass connecting the east
plaza to the BART station and the intermodal transit plaza;
•maintain clear visual links between Eleventh Street, the east plaza, and the underpass; and
•have a design character that unifies it with the circulation zones.
Amenities

The east plaza should be:
•the town square for the emerging station district;
•modern in design;
•of the highest quality in material and execution;
•integrated with the design of other elements of the public realm, especially the station underpass and the
Intermodal Transit Facility.
Circulation

EAST PLAZA
Character

specific design recommendations for open spaces and community facilities

•The sidewalk design should be integrated into the open space concept for the community commons parcel.
•Sidewalks along the community commons should be 15 feet wide and separated from the curb to permit a
double row of trees.
•Blank walls should be decorative or designed with integrated art work or murals.

•No parking is permitted on the commons. Parking requirements for community commons programs and
the community facility should be incorporated with other parking requirements in the Station District on a
shared basis.
Street Walls and Sidewalks

•Extensive landscaping should be included in the commons. For further information, please see the General
Design Recommendations.
Parking

•Wherever feasible the community facility should have a strong indoor/outdoor relationship. Generous
entrances and facades that are visually transparent should be created.
•The design of the building(s) and open space should be formally and functionally integrated.
•A generous covered entry or semi-covered courtyard in the community facility should be included.
•The open space portion of the parcel should be visually open to the surrounding parcels and flexibly
programmed to allow for different outdoor activities and events.
Landscaping

•Approximately 1/3 of the community commons parcel should be devoted to open space and the remainder
to a community facility.
Indoor/Outdoor Quality

The community commons should:
•have a distinctive architectural character that sets it apart from private development in the Station District;
•Designed to integrate with the design of other elements of the public realm, especially the east plaza and
the passenger rail station;
•Together with the east plaza, be the center of civic life in the Station District; and
•The City should work with the community to determine specific program elements and characteristics for
the community commons parcel.
Open Space to Building Standard

COMMUNITY COMMONS
Character
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Example of a landscaped courtyard in a community facility.

figure 6-8

Example of the indoor/outdoor qualities for the community facility.

figure 6-7
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In Los Angeles, the new transit facility is integrated with public access to
provide direct and safe connections between its different elements.

figure 6-10

Union Station in Los Angeles is an example of a landmark transit facility at the
center of a new development district.

figure 6-9
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•The design of each element of the Intermodal Transit Facility shall meet the operational requirements and
standards of each operator.
•The Intermodal Transit Facility must adhere to the design, construction, and maintenance standards of the
respective transit agencies, as appropriate.
•The City should commit to maintaining the Intermodal Transit Facility to a high standard in coordination
with the transit providers.

•The facility must be accessible to all persons according to state and federal accessibility requirements.
•The facility should provide safe and convenient access for pedestrians, bicycles, autos, and transit vehicles.
Operational and Design Criteria

•The Intermodal Transit Facility should be a landmark for Union City and the cornerstone of the continuing
development of Union City. It should be a significant structure of the highest architectural quality, modern
and inviting to pedestrians and commuters. Fundamental to the success of the facility is its safety and ease
of use for the providers and patrons, combined with its operational efficiency. The following guidelines
represent the preferred design recommendations for the creation of the Intermodal Transit Facility. A truly
successful facility will only result from the committed action of the City and the transit agencies in
combination with great architecture and engineering.
Accessibility

The Intermodal Transit Facility consists of a series of coordinated and integrated elements that serve a number
of different transit agencies. For the purpose of clarity the elements of the facility are defined as follows:
•The BART station and plaza
•The bus roundabout and intermodal plaza
•The intermodal access road
•The pedestrian underpass
•The passenger rail facility
•The parking facilities
Character

Elements

The following design recommendations set the framework of the passenger experience and complement the
specific design, engineering, and operational standards and criteria of BART and other transit providers.

general design recommendations for the intermodal transit facility

•The Intermodal Transit Facility should be well lit for safety and convenience during hours of operation.

•Seating shall be provided at all new Intermodal Transit Facility elements. Comfortable seating with back
and arm rests is encouraged. For further information please see the Specific Design Recommendations for
each element
Lighting

•Combined ticket sales and information locations should be provided at convenient locations throughout the
new elements of the Intermodal Transit Facility. MTC Translink and the standards and criteria of the
appropriate transit agencies should be incorporated.
Seating

•Each transit operator’s system-wide signage and wayfinding requirements should be incorporated into a
consistent, easily readable and identifiable signage plan and designed for both the Intermodal Transit
Facility and related public spaces. Visual cues, such as color-coding and pavement striping, should be
included to indicate and differentiate pedestrian travel routes to different transit providers. Signage should
be visible during daytime and nighttime hours of operation.
•Tactile paving must be incorporated throughout new elements of the Intermodal Transit Facility to provide
way-finding for the visually impaired.
•Signage systems should be modular to allow for easy changes and additions to routes and timetables.
•The use of real-time bus, BART and commuter rail information systems should be incorporated using the
best available technologies.
•Maps that include the routes of all transit providers at the Intermodal Transit Facility should be provided in
easily identified locations.
•Each bus stop and passenger rail platform should have signage indicating route and schedule.
•Clocks should be provided in all new station elements of the Intermodal Transit Facility.
Ticket sales/Information

•Safe, clear, and direct pedestrian connections should be created between the various components of the
Intermodal Transit Facility. They should be easily understood through design features, signage, and
lighting.
•Where conflicts may occur between pedestrians and vehicles, pedestrian zones should be indicated by
means of signage, raised walkways, textured or colored paving, or other design means.
Signage and Wayfinding

Pedestrian Connections Between Transit Facilities
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At this station in England, the information kiosk design is closely related to
other elements of the station design.

figure 6-12

The signage system in London’s new Jubilee Subway is clear, identifiable and
easily read both day and night.

figure 6-11
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Landscape elements of the Union Station transit facility in Los Angeles.

figure 6-14

Quality amenities like seating elements are essential to the new transit facility.

figure 6-13
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•The landscape architecture of the Intermodal Transit Facility should be closely integrated with the overall
District. A rich plant palette, including trees, shrubbery, and ground cover, as appropriate, should be
incorporated in order to create an inviting and attractive facility that is responsive to the climate of Union
City.
•Landscape elements must not interfere with the operational requirements or safety of the Intermodal
Transit Facility.

•Dedicated and regulated taxi, shuttle, paratransit, and “kiss-and-ride” auto passenger drop-off locations
should be provided.
•Drop-off locations with a loading lane should be separate from the travel lane. Loading and unloading
vehicles should not obstruct the travel lanes.
•Direct curb access to the passenger side of the vehicle should be provided. Loading and unloading
passengers should not cross travel lanes to reach their vehicles.
Landscape Elements

•Public restrooms and other amenities should be provided.
•Restrooms should be integrated with other facility elements. They should not be freestanding.
•Public telephones, information kiosks, and other passenger amenities should be provided as an integrated
component of the Intermodal Transit Facility.
“Kiss-a
and-R
Ride”

•A public art program should be integrated into the new elements of the Intermodal Transit Facility. The art
program should emphasize quality, originality, and community participation.
Public Restrooms and other Amenities

•Covered and protected bicycle storage is encouraged and should be incorporated into the transit parking
garages or in free-standing facilities conveniently located for patrons of each transit system.
Public Art

Bicycle Storage

AND

PLAZA

•The construction of the intermodal loop road and the pedestrian underpass will involve redesigning the
BART plaza on the west side of the existing station. It will act as the “front porch” to the BART station and
a major entrance for the Intermodal Transit Facility as whole. The design of the plaza should enhance
safety, access and comfort for transit patrons and pedestrians in the Station District. Specifically, the BART
plaza is the location for paratransit stops, taxi pick-up and drop-off, and “kiss-and-ride” areas. Seating,
landscaping, and other amenities will enhance the functions of the plaza. For further information please
see the Specific Design Recommendations for the intermodal loop road and the pedestrian underpass.

•Access to the BART station should be improved for existing and new development in the Station District
through new and expanded fare gates on the west side of the station, and the creation of a second paid
entrance on the east side of the station. Expansion of the station to the east should be integrated with the
design of the pedestrian underpass and acknowledge the possibility of a passenger rail station along the
Union Pacific tracks. BART, Union City, and other key stakeholders should make specific design
recommendations for access enhancements to the BART station to ensure that they complement and
enhance the Intermodal Transit Facility and the Station District. Architectural improvements should
emphasize the two-sided nature of the BART station and its importance as a key transit provider.
BART Plaza

•The BART station will be the heart of the new Intermodal Transit Facility and the centerpiece of the new
Station District. Architectural enhancements to the station should be consistent with this goal and made
in a manner that integrates with the other elements of the Intermodal Transit Facility. The BART station
should function as a visual landmark for Union City, the Station District, and the Intermodal Transit Facility.
BART, Union City and other key stakeholders will define specific design recommendations for
enhancements to the BART station as the program is developed to ensure that they complement and
enhance the Intermodal Transit Facility and the Station District.
Access

BART STATION
Character

specific design recommendations for the intermodal transit facility
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Covered walkways connect various parts of this English transit station.

figure 6-16

Although this transit station in Portland, Oregon has a covered waiting area, it
lacks adequate seating.

figure 6-15
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The bus roundabout and intermodal transit plaza form an integrated public
space.

figure 6-17
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AND

INTERMODAL TRANSIT PLAZA

•Public restrooms should be provided in the center island of the bus roundabout, as outlined in the
Intermodal Transit Facility Plan, Chapter 5. Specific program requirements and design recommendations
for the restrooms shall be defined during design of the Intermodal Transit Facility.
Pedestrian Connections
•Two pedestrian connections should be provided at sidewalk level between the center island and the side
aisles of the roundabout, and also one pedestrian connection between the center island and the intermodal
access road. The Union Square sidewalk should be furnished with a continuous crosswalk between the side
aisles and the center island and across Union Square to the existing Marketplace Commercial Center. For
additional information please see the the General Design Recommendations.

•Break facilities for transit operators should be located in the center island of the bus roundabout, as
outlined in the programming report. Specific program requirements and design recommendations for the
break facilities shall be defined during design of the Intermodal Transit Facility. Blank, bunker-like
structures that disrupt the architectural character of the roundabout should be avoided.
Restrooms

•Seating with side and overhead protection should be provided at each bus stop for the comfort of transit
patrons. This seating may be arranged in freestanding shelters on the side aisles of the roundabout, or
integrated with the design of the covered walkway in the center island.
•Accommodations for wheelchair users should be provided in all covered seating areas.
Operator Facilities

•A continuous covered connection in the center island between Union Square and the BART Plaza is
recommended for both architectural and functional purposes. The plan recommends a minimum total
width of 35 feet for this connection.
Covered Seating

•As the first element visible to transit patrons, residents, and visitors coming from Union Square, the bus
roundabout and intermodal transit plaza is a key functional element of the Intermodal Transit Facility.
Accordingly, the roundabout should be designed as an architectural landmark of the highest architectural
and functional standards.
•A landmark element at the Union Square entrance to the facility should be created that incorporates
signage indicating the name of the facility.
Covered Connections

THE BUS ROUNDABOUT
Character

•Separate paratransit, “kiss-and-ride”, and taxi drop-off zones should be provided on the intermodal loop
road in the locations and amounts indicated in the Intermodal Transit Facility plan program.
•Signage and curb colors should be provided to indicate the locations for each drop-off zone.

•A pedestrian crossing between the BART station plaza and the intermodal transit plaza and bus
roundabout should be provided for pedestrian safety at sidewalk level, as shown on the Intermodal Transit
Facility plan.
•The drop-off lane in front of the BART station should be eliminated to narrow the width of the intermodal
loop road and provide a clear pedestrian crossing between BART and the bus roundabout.
Paratransit, “Kiss-a
and-R
Ride”, and Taxi Drop-o
off Locations

•Sidewalk design of the intermodal loop road, including materials, texture, and color, should be integrated
with the bus roundabout and the BART station plaza.
Pedestrian Crossing

•The intermodal loop road is the primary point of vehicular access, other than buses, to the BART Station
and the Intermodal Transit Facility . Accordingly, the road should be designed to complement the overall
design and character of the Intermodal Transit Facility.
Sidewalks

THE INTERMODAL LOOP ROAD
Character
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The pedestrian underpass should be an integrated and pleasant component of
the plaza and transit station.

figure 6-19

Example of a pedestrian underpass designed to maximize daylight penetration.

figure 6-18
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•Public art, such as tile murals or other decorative features, should be an integral part of the design.

•The pedestrian underpass should incorporate natural daylighting to the maximum extent possible.
Attractive, low-maintenance artificial lighting should be used to supplement natural light and to provide
adequate lighting for nighttime use and safety.
Public Art

•The materials should be of the highest quality to make a light-filled and enjoyable space. They should be
selected for ease of maintenance, as well as attractive appearance. Finishes should be decorative in nature
as well as utilitarian.
Lighting

•The minimum recommended cross-width dimension for the underpass is 25 feet. The minimum
recommended inside vertical clearance of the underpass is 9 feet. This dimension should be increased to
the maximum vertical dimension possible if analysis of the existing BART station reveals the potential for
additional height. Where possible, widen the underpass at entrances to the BART berm and increase the
vertical clearance to maximize the amount of light and air entering the below grade portions.
•At the passenger rail platform directly adjacent to the east side of the BART station the design of the
underpass should be coordinated in order to ensure adequate dimensions for rail operations. The covered
portions of the underpass should be minimized in accordance with this goal.
Materials

•The pedestrian underpass between the BART plaza and the east plaza is the key east-west link for the
Station District. The underpass should be in keeping with the overall design of the Intermodal Transit
Facility. It must be designed for beauty, openness, safety, visibility, clarity of circulation, and utility. It
should present a clear, direct and well-lit path of travel, easily visible when approached from either
direction. It should be open 24 hours a day throughout the year.
•The design of the pedestrian underpass should be integrated into the designs for the east plaza, the
passenger rail station adjacent to the BART on the UPRR tracks, and any enhancements to the BART
station.
•If market demands warrant, consider including vendors or kiosks at the ends of the pedestrian link, to
provide activity and a sense of safety.
Minimum Dimensions

THE PEDESTRIAN UNDERPASS
Character

•A small plaza/open space should be provided in front of or adjacent to any passenger rail station on the
former SPRR tracks. It should be large enough to allow for the gathering of a small group waiting for a
train or bus.

•One entrance and one exit to the passenger station should be located at each end of the loading platform.
Open Space

•A bus passenger loading zone, as indicated in the Intermodal Transit Facility plan and program, should be
provided on Railroad Avenue for any station on the former SPRR tracks.
Entrance and Exits

•A convenient “kiss-and-ride”, paratransit, shuttle, and taxi passenger loading zone should be located in the
parking lane of the parallel street closest to the passenger rail station. A station on the UPRR tracks will
benefit from the passenger loading facilities provided for BART. Some additional facilities may be needed
on Eleventh Street adjacent to the east plaza.
Bus Access

•If a station is located on the Union Pacific tracks adjacent to BART, it should be positioned adjacent to the
east plaza; its design should be integrated with the pedestrian underpass and the plaza.
“Kiss-a
and-R
Ride”

•If a station is located on the former Southern Pacific tracks, it should be positioned along Railroad Avenue
on a direct alignment with the pedestrian underpass. The building should step back from the street as
necessary to allow for passenger drop-off, plaza space and landscape elements.
Facility Orientation: Union Pacific Railroad Location Option

•The passenger rail station(s) should be a simple and high quality building integrated with other elements
of the Intermodal Transit Facility and the Station District, especially the adjacent public spaces. Site specific
design recommendations for the station will be developed after the location of the station is finalized.
Facility Orientation: Former Southern Pacific Railroad Location Option

PASSENGER RAIL STATION(S)
Character

•”Blue phones” and cameras should be considered to support a safe environment.

•Directional signage should be placed at each end of the underpass.
Security

Signage
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An example of the components recommended for the passenger rail stations:
covered seating, integrated signage and graphics, and other amenities.

figure 6-20
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Important view corridors to be preserved and/or enhanced.

figure 6-22

Street Hierarchy Map

figure 6-21
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FOR

STREETS
AND

ROADWAYS

The streets and roadways of the Station District are organized and designed in a hierarchical system to
establish different characteristics, which reflect a variety of purposes:
•Major streets are multi-lane multi-mode divided boulevards that balance citywide linkages and access with
local services and amenities. They have extensive formal landscaping, generous sidewalks, and special
paving treatments and street lamps. In addition to circulation zones, areas for stationary activity, such as
cafe seating and outdoor displays, should be provided in conjunction with retail uses.
•Local streets are smaller undivided multi-mode streets and provide local site access and circulation. They
have little through-traffic, wide sidewalks with street furniture, street trees, and other landscaping scaled
to their width.
•Pedestrian alleys provide pedestrian and bicycle links through development parcels, and access to
individual buildings and residences. They are quiet green spaces with paths marked for bikes and
pedestrians, ground cover, and other landscaping scaled to their width.
•Pedestrian and bicycle greenways buffer development from adjoining infrastructure and provide pedestrian
and bicycle links to the citywide trails system. They are extensively landscaped and provided with multi-use
paths and trails for active recreation and enjoyment.

DISTRICT CHARACTER

Streets and roads in the Station District should:
•enhance circulation and access for all modes of travel by maximizing connections between the City, the
District, and the development parcels within the District.
•be multi-modal in nature, and balance the needs of pedestrians, autos, and bicycles.
•encourage activity and civic life.
•define and activate the buildings and structures that flank them.
•separate and delimit development parcels, buildings and structures.
•permit views to the surrounding environment and provide access to light and air.
•form a major component of the public realm and open spaces of the District.
•have extensive landscaping with attractive trees and ground cover, providing relief from paving and
buildings.
•be accessible to all persons according to state and federal requirements.

URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES

introduction

Lane Widths
•Travel and parking lane widths should be minimized to calm traffic and enhance walkability.
Street Parking
•On-street parallel parking should be provided on all streets east of the BART tracks and along Union
Square.
Sidewalks
•Major and local streets are required to have sidewalks or trails and street parking on both sides.
•Unless otherwise noted in the Specific Design Recommendations and the Street Sections (fig. 4-5 -- 4-11),
sidewalks shall have a minimum width of 10 feet.
•Bulb-outs shall be provided at all intersections where the roadway right of way is 40 feet or greater to allow
for greater pedestrian safety and to enhance streetside activity at corner retail locations. The bulb-out
should extend the entire depth of the parking lane.
•Street corner curb radii should be no greater than the width of the sidewalk.
Multi-u
use Trails and Bike Paths
•Pathways should be a minimum of 15 feet wide, marked for pedestrians and bicycles, and constructed of
smooth paving suitable for bicycles, strollers, wheelchairs, and roller-skaters.
•Paths should be well lit with seating areas located at regular intervals.
Street Furniture and Lighting
•Sidewalk furniture, such as lamp posts, trash cans, newspaper racks, bus shelters and benches should be
modern in style and complementary in design.
•Street lights should be scaled to the size and purpose of the streets without excessive spill, harshness, or
glare. Light should be directed down with special attention paid to protecting adjacent residences.
Landscaping
•A streetscape plan should be developed to create a coordinated landscape design and palette for all
streets.
•Sidewalks and greenways should be planted with large shade trees properly sized for the width of the
sidewalk. Trees should be deciduous or deciduous in form.
•Vegetation that is native or certified as non-invasive should be used for landscaping the streets and
roadways.
•Use of low-maintenance, drought tolerant native species or other climate appropriate species will require
less water and fewer chemical applications.
•Naturalized seasonal plantings of native wildflowers should be used along the greenways.
•Bio-swales, porous paving, cisterns and other natural rainwater retention systems should be incorporated
into the streets and open spaces of the Station District in order to cut storm drain construction costs and

general design recommendations for streets and roadways
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Example of curb bulb-out with street trees at pedestrian crossing in Berkeley,
California.

figure 6-24

Active street frontage with many pedestrian entrances in Portland, Oregon.

figure 6-23
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Special paving and amenities can add character and distinction to the street.

figure 6-26

Decoto Road looking east from the BART tracks.

figure 6-25
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ELEVENTH STREET
Character
•Eleventh Street is a major street, the main street of the Station District, and an important planned
connection to the proposed State Route 84. As such it is a major arterial connection and a street that must
support and enhance local life and activity. It should function as the main commercial and retail street of
the district. Its primary character should be one of a landscaped boulevard that is generous in scale for
both pedestrians and vehicles. The median should be extensively planted with trees, shrubs and grasses.
These plantings should not obscure views to the other side of the street. See the Design Recommendations
for Sustainability for further information.
Street Frontage
•Ground-level retail is strongly encouraged along Eleventh Street, particularly adjacent to the plaza and to
the community/open space parcel.
•Main building entrances should be located on Eleventh Street to indicate its importance as the District’s
main street.
Sidewalks
•Special paving is recommended for Eleventh Street to maintain a continuous character.
•No curb cuts other than the east-west streets and street extensions are permitted on Eleventh Street.

DECOTO ROAD EDGE
Character
•Decoto Road is the northern gateway to the Station District, and as such the design and treatment of the
street is essential to the image of the District. It is a major street and a principle route in the city with a
variety of land uses along its length.
Street Frontage
•To establish the urban character of the new District, buildings should maintain a strong street wall along
Decoto Road. A 10 foot landscaped setback and planted edge with large shade trees should be maintained
to ease the transition to the adjacent neighborhood.
•A continuous property line street wall at the Eleventh Street and Railroad Avenue intersections should be
maintained. Mid-block setbacks are allowed, but a strong Decoto Road street wall must be maintained.
•Parking garage access from Decoto Road should be prohibited to prevent mid-block left hand turns.
•Buildings over two stories should step back the upper floors to reduce mass along the street.
Sidewalks
•A 15 foot sidewalk should be provided, in addition to the landscaped setback.

specific design recommendations for streets and roadways

•On residential blocks, multiple entrances and windows should be provided as “eyes on the street”. Bay
windows and balconies are permitted to overhang the right of way.
•On commercial blocks, at least one public entrance to each adjoining building should be provided.

•In the residential blocks the pedestrian alleys provide quiet circulation, light and air, and green space for
the adjoining developments. In the commercial blocks, the alleys provide an opportunity for a “campus
space” with outdoor seating, landscaping, and other amenities for adjoining development. They include a
pedestrian/bike path, as outlined in the General Design Recommendations section.
Street Frontage

PEDESTRIAN ALLEYS
Character

EAST -W EST STREETS
Character
•The east-west streets are local streets with little through traffic and limited, strategically placed retail and
commercial frontages.
Street Frontages
•Parking garage and building service/loading facilities are permitted on all east-west streets except for the
north and south community commons.
Landscaping
•Street trees should be planted along the outer edge of the parking lanes with sufficient space to park a fullsized car between each tree. A protective rim or grade change should be included around each tree base
to protect it from exhaust with a protective planting cage to prevent collision damage.

RAILROAD AVENUE
Character
•Railroad Avenue is a local street. It provides neighborhood access and buffers development from the
adjacent railroad tracks. The adjoining greenway provides an important link to the citywide trails system.
Sidewalks
•A 12 foot sidewalk on the west side of the street and connections to the greenway on the north and south
sides of every cross street intersection should be provided.
East Side Landscape
•See the Design Recommendations for the Railroad Avenue greenway for further information.
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Example of the potential pedestrian alley character at the commercial development.

figure 6-28

Example of street trees planted within the parking lane in Berkeley, California.

figure 6-27
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figure 6-29
Example of a multi-use trail in San Jose, California. Union City may elect to
separate bicycle and pedestrian traffic, and different paving materials may be
used if desired.
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•A minimum of 10 feet of landscaped setback designed as an extension of the greenway should be provided

•The canal greenway is the southern boundary of the Station District, and connects Eleventh Street with the
Railroad Avenue and Union Pacific greenways. It provides a landscape buffer between the denser
development in the Station District and the smaller-scale development in the surrounding neighborhoods,
and includes a multi-use pedestrian and bicycle trail.
Building Frontage and Setback

Character

CANAL AREA GREENWAY

•In addition to the features listed above, a public pathway that connects the open space elements of
adjoining individual developments is strongly encouraged. Developers are responsible for the construction
of the pathway as it passes along their property lines. This pathway may be modified, pending final design
of the possible rail station on the UPRR line.

U N I O N P A C I F I C G R E E N W A Y Please see the Railroad Avenue greenway section for a description of this greenway.
Character

•The bicycle/pedestrian path should be screened from the railroad tracks by heavy landscaping. Fencing,
as required for safety, should be both decorative and functional. Chain link fence is not permitted.
•Signage, striping, warning dots, and other safety features should be provided at the passenger rail station
plaza and entrances to minimize pedestrian/bicycle conflicts.

•In order to provide both shade and character the greenway should be heavily planted with various tree
species. Other landscape plantings including shrubs and ornamental grasses are also encouraged,
although a strong visual link to Railroad Avenue should be maintained for safety.
•At the cross streets, the viewshed corridors to the nearby hills should be maintained.
Separation from Railroad Tracks/Passenger Rail Station

•The Railroad Avenue greenway provides a landscape buffer between the development and the railroad
tracks. It includes a recreational pedestrian and bicycle path connecting to the canal greenway and the
proposed Railroad Avenue bicycle boulevard. Permeable surfaces should be used wherever possible.
Landscaping

RAILROAD AVENUE GREENWAY
Character

•A natural, informal character should be established along the canal with river rocks, gravel, native
plantings, and other landscape materials. Concrete and other man-made stabilization efforts should not
be visible unless they are an intended design element.

•At least one pedestrian/bicycle bridge across the canal should be provided on the west side of the Station
District development at the existing right of way identified by the City.
•The greenway path should be connected to the intermodal loop road at the BART berm, as shown on the
plans.
•The canal greenway should be connected with the Railroad Avenue greenway.
Canal Restoration

•The underpass should be designed for beauty, openness, safety, visibility, clarity of circulation, and utility.
It should present a clear and direct path of travel, easily visible when approached from either direction. It
should be open 24 hours a day throughout the year.
•Covered portions of the underpass should be minimized. Where feasible, a light well should be provided
between the BART tracks and the Union Pacific tracks.
•Nine feet of vertical clearance space and a minimum of 15 feet horizontally should be maintained at all
points for safety. Where possible, the underpass should be widened at entrances to the BART berm and
railroad tracks and the vertical clearance should be increased to maximize the amount of light and air
entering the below-grade portions of the underpass. The vertical slope of the path should be minimized to
maintain accessibility and use for bicyclists and pedestrians.
Connections to Surrounding Development

along the canal greenway property line. Entrances, windows, and other features should be included to
activate building facades along the greenway and provide “eyes on the street.”
BART Berm/RR Tracks Greenway Underpass
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Restoration of the drainage canal opens up the opportunity to provide a major
open space amenity for Union City.

figure 6-31

Part of the canal restoration should include a pedestrian bridge joining the
neighborhoods on either side of the canal.

figure 6-30
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figure 6-32
Example of an enhanced mid-block pedestrian crossing in Berkeley, California
with curb bulb-outs, median strip, landscaping, and an integrated street
fixture program.
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•The existing mid-block pedestrian connection at Union Square, between the Intermodal Facility and the
Marketplace Commercial Center, should be enhanced and improved to promote pedestrian access and
safety.

•Bus and vehicle entrances should be well marked and signed. View lines should be maintained when
planting trees and placing signage to ensure safety for pedestrians, bicyclists, and vehicles. Due to the split
of transit garages on both sides of the BART line, parking capacity signage might need to be incorporated
into the design of the streetscape.
•Screen service areas of the existing Marketplace Commercial Center to promote an attractive streetscape.
Pedestrian Access

UNION SQUARE
Character
•Union Square is a major street, but smaller in width than Eleventh Street. Improvements along Union
Square at the Intermodal Transit Facility and along the BART and Litke frontages should anticipate the
eventual transformation of the street to a double-sided boulevard.
Landscaping
•Large form-giving street trees should be planted on the east side of the street. The ultimate goal of a “new
front door” for Union City suggests a coordinated landscape treatment for both sides of the street.
Street Frontage

•A distinctive and diverse architectural vocabulary and a harmonious style that respond to the surrounding
landscape, and reflect the developments current place and time should be established.
•The height and bulk of buildings should be articulated to create a recognizable urban form in the
landscape: a man-made “hill”, highest at the center, tapering down to the edges. To achieve this goal, the
city should encourage development immediately surrounding the Intermodal Facility to be seven or more
stories in height. Development should decrease in height towards the edges of the District to complement
the scale of the existing adjacent residential neighborhoods.
•The facades of buildings and structures should be articulated to create relationships between buildings,
streets and public spaces; between individual buildings; and between buildings and people.
•Architectural details and materials should be used to provide interest to the eye and the tactile senses.
•The buildings and structures should help define and strengthen the street system.
•The buildings and structures should enhance views and allow adequate light and air to reach the streets,
plazas, and other public spaces.
•The public elements of individual buildings and structures, such as entrances, lobbies, and retail uses
should be oriented towards the public streets, plazas, and other public spaces.

DISTRICT CHARACTER

URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES
•The Station District is understood as a new downtown and city center for Union City.
• A cohesive, recognizable, and pedestrian-oriented Station District requires harmonious relationships at
three different scales: between buildings and the landscape, between individual buildings, and between
buildings and people.
• Individual buildings and structures are elements in a larger field, and not singular monuments in the
landscape.
•Buildings and structures must enhance and contribute to the public realm while fulfilling individual
development programs. They provide a background frame for and support the structures, spaces, and
activities of the public realm.

SCOPE
The design recommendations for buildings and structures cover commercial, residential, and retail
development, and all parking structures in the Station District. Elements of the Intermodal Transit Facility and
the community facility are covered under the Public Realm section of these design recommendations

introduction
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The height of buildings should increase towards the core of the District.

figure 6-34

The friendly and walkable main street of Mountain View.

figure 6-33
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Example of building articulation.

figure 6-36

Porticos and other pedestrian elements are encouraged on buildings.

figure 6-35
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•The building edge should be continuous along property lines and is required at street corners to maintain
an active urban character. Variations in the building edge are allowed for entrances, for mid-block

•Architectural details should be included that add variation and interest to the building facade.
Street Wall

•High building densities characterize the Station District. Thoughtful building massing, sensitive treatment
of parking podia, clear articulation of facades and a durable materials palette are essential to achieve a
good neighborhood character.
•Transitions between adjacent buildings of different heights should be considered. Possible design
responses include stepping or other modeling of building bulk, or changes in fenestration, street wall plane,
or color.
Architectural Details

•Exterior materials should be chosen based on character, durability, ease of maintenance, and context.
Recommended materials include:
•Brick: natural clay colors
•Stone
•Steel: porcelain enamel panels, steel windows, steel exterior doors, steel rails and fences. Painted,
stainless, or pre-weathered steel are acceptable.
•Aluminum: windows, panels, (luco-bond and aluminum plate), storefront, curtain wall, doors;
aluminum should be natural finish anodized, powder-coated or kynar (no bronze anodized)
•Glass: clear, low-e; non-reflective, solar-bronze or solar-gay glass; shadow boxes and spandrel glass
permitted.
•Pre-cast concrete; glass-fiber reinforced concrete is not permitted for building facades.
•High-quality, cast-in-place concrete.
•Ceramic tile
•Cement plaster
•Wood
Building Mass and Articulation

•Buildings and structures in the station area should be constructed of high quality and durable materials
and finishes suited to the building program and local environmental conditions.
Exterior Material Palette

Construction

general design recommendations for buildings and structures

•Blank podium walls at the pedestrian level should be avoided. Wherever possible, podium walls should be
screened with retail uses, building lobbies, residential entries, or other habitable uses. For further
information please see the Specific Design Recommendations for parking structures .
•Podium rooftops should be treated as a design feature to be seen from eye level and above, with open
space uses as the preferred design alternative. The perception that podium open space is located on a
roof-top should be avoided.

•Discrete signage indicating building ownership is allowed. Signs and canopies that project over the
sidewalk to indicate and demarcate shop fronts and increase pedestrian interest are encouraged.
•General advertising such as commercial billboards, “A” frame signs, and excessive banners are not allowed.
Garage Podiums

•Ground floor levels should be designed so that the building imparts a sense of human activity, habitation,
and interest to the street. Blank, undifferentiated street-level facades are not permitted.
Projections/Signage

•Window fenestration should be used to help define building character. In establishing fenestration
patterns, the shape, scale, proportion, rhythm, groupings, relationships to plan, and exterior wall planes
should all be taken into consideration, along with the adjacent buildings, structures, and open spaces.
•Typological distinctions between building uses should be created by variations in the character, scale, and
size of the fenestration.
Ground Floor Treatments

pedestrian ways, interior courtyards and for other design considerations, as long as the appearance of a
continuous built edge is maintained.
•Minor street wall variations are encouraged to add architectural interest and provide pedestrian amenities,
such as seating and ATMs.
•Multiple pedestrian entrances for large buildings are required to increase street activity and interest.
•Vehicle entrances and exits should be kept to a minimum and the scale minimized to maintain a pedestrian
environment.
•Ground floor retail is strongly encouraged where feasible. All ground floor areas should maximize window
coverage to provide flexible use as office or retail.
•Ground floor retail/commercial space should have at least a 12 foot ceiling height and a 40-50 foot
minimum depth.
Fenestration
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The parking podium of this Colorado development is extensively landscaped to
mask the function of the building beneath.

figure 6-38

Elements, such as lighting, signs, canopies, outdoor displays, and seating
activate the street.

figure 6-37
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This research building at Stanford University uses shading devices and other
measures to achieve a high level of energy efficiency.

figure 6-40

An example of discrete building signage.

figure 6-39
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•Buildings and structures in the station area should be incorporate solar cells, shading devices, green roofs,
and other active and passive energy efficiency solutions to improve environmental quality, reduce energy
demand, and enhance overall environmental sustainability.

•All parking other than curbside street parking is required to be structured. Surface parking lots are not
allowed after the initial phases of development.
•Ground floor parking should be screened from the sidewalk by street-oriented uses, such as housing units
with street access, retail uses, building entrances, lobbies and foyers, community facilities, or landscape
elements.
•Vehicle entrances and exits should be kept to a minimum in scale and number. Entrances and exits should
not occur on Eleventh Street, Union Square, the pedestrian alleys, or along the North or South Community
Commons.
Energy Efficiency

•Podiums should be designed with structure adequate to support “garden-like” plantings, mature trees,
shrubs, perennial borders, ground cover, and paving materials. A balance of planted and paved surfaces
should be maintained.
•Podium open areas should be activated with common lobbies and/or individual entries to garden
apartments and town houses.
•Differences between common and private open space should be clearly demarcated at podium levels.
•Direct access from grade to the podium level should be integrated with the street and open space network.
Preference should given to access from the pedestrian alleys.
Parking

AND

DEVELOPMENT (R + D) USES

•Where possible, housing should be oriented to the public open space to maximize views from individual
units. This can be accomplished by the location of common open space or stepping the buildings.

•Multiple entries at street level are encouraged to create fine-grained, pedestrian-oriented streets. Ground
floor residential units are encouraged to have individual entrances fronting the street.
•A pedestrian-friendly environment should be created through the use of design features such as stairs,
stoops, porches, doors and landscaping.
Open Space Orientation

•Multi-family housing should be designed with the safety and security of children in mind, without creating
a “gated community” effect.
•Residential development should incorporate amenities such as play areas and other open spaces within the
development.
•Sound walls and security fences should not be used to isolate or impede pedestrian access to residential
development in the Station District.
Ground Floor Treatments

RESIDENTIAL USES
Character

•A sign program should be developed to address temporary signs, banners, for lease signs, and window
signs and applied throughout the District.

•Service entries should be located on the east-west streets and positioned to minimize noise impacts on
adjacent residential units and public open space, and to minimize pedestrian/vehicle conflicts and traffic
congestion.
•Loading dock dimensions should be limited to minimum functional requirements.
•Loading docks should be located on the interior of the buildings to mask their visibility from the street.
Signs

•Building entrances, lobbies, and accessory public uses should be oriented to the nearest public space or
street. Buildings fronting multiple streets are encouraged to provide multiple public entrances. Buildings
facing the pedestrian alley are required to provide an entrance facing the alley.
•Where office or other private uses occur at the street level, windows should be included that allow for visual
transparency and a sense of interior activity to enliven the street.
Service /Loading Entries

OFFICE /C OMMERCIAL /R ESEARCH
Ground Floor Treatments

specific design recommendations for buildings and structures
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Street level entrances are encouraged to create a fine-grained, pedestrianoriented street.

figure 6-42

Building entrances should be oriented towards public space or the street.

figure 6-41
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figure 6-44
A well detailed parking garage with ground floor retail in Portland, Oregon.

figure 6-43
Cafe seating and other street activating uses that create a strong
indoor/outdoor connection are encouraged. Curb bulb-outs allow stationary
activity as well as sidewalk circulation as shown above.
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•The design of residential developments that abut the canal greenway should provide convenient access to
the greenway paths.
Parking Please see the General Design Recommendations.
•To promote a pleasant pedestrian experience, multiple individual garage entrances are not permitted.
Where individual garages occur, they should be interspersed with “active uses” such as housing entries or
occupied space.
•Residential parking should be screened from the street.
GROUND FLOOR SERVICE /R ETAIL
Indoor/Outdoor Connections
•Retail establishments and restaurants/cafes should have strong indoor/outdoor connections. Sliding or
removable windows/doors are encouraged.
•Limited outdoor displays and café seating are encouraged in front of commercial/retail establishments to
increase pedestrian activity and interest. Low planters with wide seat walls are encouraged.
•Recessed entrances and porticos that increase the indoor/outdoor quality or allow for increased outdoor
seating or display are allowed.
•Awnings and canopies are encouraged.
•Commercial and retail frontages should be visually transparent and have clear glass.
•Buildings that abut a pedestrian alley should have an entrance on the alley.
PARKING GARAGES
General
•Garages should be be clean, well lit, and designed for the safety and security of patrons, while avoiding
excessive light spill into adjacent residential areas.
•The design of parking garages should compliment adjacent land uses.
Street Wall
•A seven foot minimum setback for landscape elements that screen the ground floor of parking is required
on streets that do not have retail frontages. This setback is not allowed at street corners or along Eleventh
Street.
•Design of parking garages facades should complement the facades of adjacent uses.
Ground Floor Treatments
•Retail and/or commercial space is strongly encouraged at the street level to maximize window coverage.
Retail frontages are required along Eleventh Street and facing the Intermodal Transit Facility.
Retail/commercial space should have at least a 10 foot ceiling height and 40 to 50 foot in depth.
•In other locations, street-level garage facades should be screened with architectural or landscape elements.
Vehicle Entrances/Exits
•Vehicle entrances and exits should be minimal in width. As feasible, entrances and exits should be on
separate frontages to reduce congestion.

•Sustainability
•Societal Impacts
•Economic Impacts
•Impacts to Natural Resources
•Environmental Impacts
•Approach to “green” building and planning
•Energy Conservation and Efficiency

•Indoor Environmental and Air Quality
•Resource Efficiency
•Site and Land Use Planning
•Transit and Parking Demand Management
•Landscape Design
•Life cycle assessment
•Codes, Regulations and Rating Systems.

A full set of Sustainability Principles and Guidelines are outside of the scope of this project. It is the
recommendation of the consultants that the City of Union City retain the services of a sustainability consultant
to draft a report detailing the steps Union City should take to make the City and District a sustainable
development. Such a report should include discussion of the following topics:

The viable new transit hub will create a lively and sustainable Station District. Increased transit use will reduce
vehicular emissions and contribute to cleaner air. Traffic on city streets and parking demands will be reduced
as a result of a thriving transit facility, pedestrian-oriented urban design, sensible parking practices, and the
implementation of aggressive transit demand management programs. By creating jobs and housing in
conjunction with a major transit facility, and drawing transit users from surrounding regions, the Union City
intermodal facility and Station District will become a focal point for transit and “smart growth” in Northern
California. A centrally located, sustainably functioning transit facility will promote its missions through
increased ridership from an embarkation point that is also a design landmark and focal point for a mixed-use,
pedestrian- and transit-oriented district.

The new Union City Intermodal Transit Facility, a highly visible transportation venue, will promote sustainability
and become a catalyst for increased public transit use throughout the Bay Area. “Transit first,” the watchword
of smart growth and sustainable development, is exemplified in this transit-centered project.

general topics for sustainability
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The Gap’s World Headquarters in San Bruno, California with a vegetated roof
that moderates building temperature and captures stormwater demonstrates
the viability of sustainable design in a location such as Union City.

figure 6-46

Example of a successful stream restoration project underway in Texas. A
similar program in Union City will make the canal greenway an important and
sustainable element in Union City’s open space system.

figure 6-45
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